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Welcome to what could be the first issue of an electronic version of Bent Throttles.
Whilst I am happy to act as co-ordinator and editor it will be up to you the membership
to provide the bulk of the content. Kit and decal reviews, news of new products, build
articles, drawings, photographs, anything you feel other members would find
interesting. An advantage of this format being the use of colour.
John Ellis
I can be contacted at jellis@trent83.freeserve.co.uk or at 67 Springfield Avenue
Sandiacre, Nottingham, NG10 5NA, United Kingdom.

So who am I?
I recently retired after working for 27
years in Wildlife conservation. I
worked as manager of a model shop for
several years in the 1970’s and before
the employment with wildlife I did
some semi-professional model making
for private customers, the RAF
Museum, Rolls Royce, Leicester
Museum Service and BBC Television. I
covered all aspects from slot cars, metal
trains, aircraft and cars. I first became
interested in racing aircraft when I
bought one of Reed Kinert’s books. I
had a couple of American Pen Pals in
Cleveland and after visits to the States
in 1980 and in 1982 I became an
Honorary Life Member of the Western
Reserve Chapter IPMS USA. I also
acted as one of the judges at the Region
4 Convention judging the racing planes
category. My interest grew and I am
currently a member of IPMS both UK
and USA and SARH as well as the SIG.
CREDIT WHERE IT IS DUE
As a member of the Society of Air Race
Historians I must credit them with the
idea of an Enewsletter and for taking
some news items from their latest issue.
I must also thank the Western Reserve
Chapter of IPMS USA of which I have
been a member since 1980, for the use
of the article by Brandt C Pearce Jnr
which originally appeared in their
chapter newsletter.

is Stephen Chapis who is a SARH
member. The piece, “The Fastest
Warbird – Red Baron F-104” is on
pages 33-39 of the March/April 2014
issue.
“Reno Rockets” by Mike Mangold in
the June 2014 edition of Warbirds
International (Vol. 33/No.2) is well
worth a read.
A great website on the restoration of
Anson Johnson’s Mustang N13Y can
be found on the New England Air
Museum’s website www.neam.org.
Included on the site are Restoration
Crew Chief Pete McConnell’s monthby-month,
illustrated
restoration
progress reports.
There is a great video on YouTube
which covers Reno 2013 and is well
worth a visit.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zk
MD8mvPeRo
I am not recommending the following
book as I have not seen it but include it
as being of possible interest. The only
information I have is that it is a softback
of 185 pages with155 photos, 20 pages
of 3 view drawings and is ISBN No.
978-1-891118-54-9. so I will follow
this up as it is of high interest to me.

RECOMMED READING
The April issue (Volume 50/Number 4)
of Air Classics contains a great article
on Seversky aircraft including the
Bendix and Thompson Trophy Race
entrants
Warbird Digest has a great article about
Darryl Greenamyer. The author
NEW KITS & DECALS

High Planes Models have released a
kit of P-51A "Precious Metal II" in 1:48
which includes the ICM tooled P-51A,
parts for the second seat and decals for
the scheme worn at Oshkosh in 2007.
This is also available in a 1:72 version.
A review would be welcome if anyone
has bought the kit.
Draw Decals have released a sheet of
decals for the all white Bardahl Special,
race#8. Not a large sheet as markings on
this aircraft were minimal. The sheet is
available in 1/144, 1/72nd, 1/48th and
1/32nd scales and like all Draw sheets is
well printed. Colours are good and in
register and I look forward to applying
them to my new
Airfix P-51D.model. Which kit has
recently been released as an F-51
Mustang, with an extra sprue containing
a selection of underwing stores and best
of all an uncuffed prop, as kit
No.AO2047.
RS Models have released a 72nd scale
model of Charles Lindberg’s Spirit of St
Louis and have announced a 72nd scale
kit of the Ambrosini SAI.207 which
was developed from the racing model
SAI.7. I have no real detail on either of
these aircraft so do not know if a back
conversion is possible.
The recently released Airfix Tiger Moth
has received much acclaim so I would
imagine that some of us will soon
produce a model with a race number on
the fin. Send me a picture when you
have done so. I have only had a brief
look at the contents of my kit and must
agree that it looks very nice and I am
already looking for a scheme for a
King’s Cup entrant.

Red Pegasus Decals

Those of you who have visited Keith’s
site recently will have seen the
following message which I reproduce
for those of you who were not aware.
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AND FINALLY
I know that we all extend our thanks to
Anders for his magnificent efforts over
the years. I am sure I will not be able to
live up to his standards but I will do my
best to produce an interesting Journal. I
do need your contributions though as
there is no way I can produce a journal
on my own for any length of time.
Your feedback on any article or issue
will always be welcome.
Thanks
John Ellis

The above article first appeared in the Western Reserve Chapter Newsletter. It was
written by my friend Brandt Pearce who had a great knowledge of racing aircraft and a
great archive. Sadly he passed away quite a while ago and much of his material appears
to have been lost for ever.
I do have several other articles which Brandt wrote and I will feature them in future
issues.

MEMBERS MODELS
To start with I will have to illustrate with a couple of my poor efforts but hopefully
some of you will make suitable contributions

Howard Ike built from the Testors reissue of the Hawk kit. Apart from cleaning up the
mouldings and filling the engraved markings and rescribing I added a cockpit bulkhead,
floor, seat, control column and instrument panel. Al of which are virtually invisible now
the model is completed due to the small size of the cockpit opening, I rigged the model
using my favourite silk fly tying thread from Pearsalls in grey.

A HPM kit pretty much built from the box. I tinted the canopy with Tamiya smoke but
think I applied one coat too many.

